CHASSAGNE MONTRACHET

2016 Vintage
Score: 16/20 – Jancis Robinson – Nov., 2017
Score: 89 – Burghound – June 2018
Score: 84 – The Wine Advocate – Dec. 29, 2017

2015 Vintage
“This is markedly phenolic in character (think olive or nut oil nuances) with additional notes present in the form of
petrol, resin, white peach and a subtle application of toasty oak. The exceptionally rich, concentrated and powerful
flavors also coat the mouth with dry extract that also serves to buffer the moderately firm acid spine on the citrusy finish.
This opulent yet entirely serious effort is really very good and worth checking out. 89/100” – Burghound – June 2017
Score: 15/20 – Guide des vins Bettane + Desseauve 2018

2013 Vintage
Score: 87 Burghound- June 2015

2012 Vintage
“An alluring white, from the lightly smoky, spicy oak, lemon verbena and apricot aromas to the ripe peach, melon and
mineral flavors. Harmonious, building to a long aftertaste. Best from 2017 through 2025.” Score: 90/100 - Bruce
Sanderson—Wine Spectator - November 15, 2015

2011 Vintage
“Chanson is famous for the constancy in the quality of their wines. Chanson's offer includes nearly all the most
prestigious appellations of Burgundy. This wine needs to warm up and then it gives off fruity aromas mixed with mild
spices. It is well-structured and complex. It is quite shy and needs time. A great wine with a long finish." Les Echos- Série
Limitée - 11-09-2015
"This house of Beaune impresses with the precision and the intensity of its burgundian wines. This generous Chassagne,
with crisp fruit, intense, archetype of the appellation, is a brilliant example." Bettane & Desseauve/Bernard Le Marois Les Echos supplément week end 19/09/2014
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"Aromatic, showing lime blossom, acacia, apple and spice notes. Elegant and balanced, with a fine, lingering finish.
Drink now through 2018. Score : 89 Wine Spectator - Dec 15 2013
"An interesting nose of resin, rosemary, pear and floral hints gives way to impressively rich large-scaled flavors that are
quite generous as there is fine mid-palate density and plenty of mouth coating extract. There is good punch and
underlying tension to the finish that offers perfectly good persistence though not especially good complexity. 2016+"
Score: 88 Burghound-June 2013
"This combines with a very spicy floral character. A broad, slightly chunky and exotically flowery palate. It has a loose
knit texture. It has plenty of character and a juicy finish. Excellent typicity. The most accessible. From 2014." Sarah Marsh-Dec. 2012
"A reserved nose but with a nice and clean definition. This wine opens up on the palate and shows a good structure for a
village appellation." Success RVF_ Juin 2012_ N°562_ p.113

2010 Vintage
"A top quality village appellation, displaying the precision and breed of its origin, rich but without excess." Score: 16.5 Le
Guide Bettane et Dessauve des vins de France--Edition 2013
"A smoky aroma of bread dough gives way to lemon cake, beeswax and hints of butterscotch in this rich yet elegant
white. Hums through the finish with precision and balance. Drink now through 2016." Score: 90 Wine Spectator--Jan. Feb.
2013
«Wood is very precisely integrated in this Chassagne which appealingly displays a finely buttered structure and a
pleasant freshness on the finish.» LARVF_552_jun_2011
"Quite a presence of oak on the aroma. There was no Bâtonage used, yet this is notably creamy. It certainly seems to
demonstrate Jean-Pierre's point that no or little bâtonage is needed in this vintage. It could easily make the wine too fat. It
drifts onto the palate; the middle palate is much more impressive though. There is a plenty of orange character, really
firm acidity, which is more notable on the finish. (The acidity seems high here, yet it is the same as Mont mains at 4,5) It is
quite juicy. The most disjointed of the three at the moment, yet the finish is good. It should be as good as the Puligny,
better than the Perusal. Good++. From 2013"
Sarah Marsh- Burgundy Briefing_ November 2011
"Much richer on the nose than the Puligny. Bright, fresh, almost creamy fruit. A very nice whole. Neat with medium
persistence." Score 16+
Jancis Robinson_ Feb 2012
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2009 Vintage
«A deft application of wood surrounds a pretty blend of resin, earth and ripe yellow orchard fruit aromas that possess
plenty of richness and mid-palate density as well as good finishing complexity. This moderately long and attractively
intense effort is not particularly refined but it is delicious. Score: 88» Burghound 33 - jul - 2011
«Beautifully extracted wine, big , deep, fresh but mature, very typical and highly recommended.
Score: 16» Le Guide des Vins de France Bettane & Desseauve 2012
«Delicate lemon and lime freshness. Pure and intense on the nose. So pure. Bright and zesty but still subtle in that long
mineral finish. Very good. A light reductive overlay just adds to the anticipation. Score: 16.5» Julia Harding MW -Jancis
Robinson.com/ February 2011
«Delicate lemon and lime freshness. Pure and intense on the nose. So pure. Bright and zesty but still supple in that long
mineral finish. Very good. A light reductive overlay just adds to the anticipation. »Julia Harding MW -Jancis
Robinson.com/ February 2011

2008 Vintage
«Aromas of ripe yellow fruits announce: 1 wine that has rich fruit ﬂavors of apricots touched by pineapple. It clues have
the attractive. nervy texture of 2008, along with an important layer of toast. Score: 89» Wine Enthusiast_sep_2011
« Fine herbal aromas mixed with ripe citrus and a firm mineral streak. Surprisingly richer and broader on the palate than
the Meursault but firm minerality at the end. Not quite as long. » Score: 17/20 - Julia Harding MW -Jancis
Robinson.com/Janvier 2010
« Broad, open and flowery aroma. Quite languid with sweet and juicy pipe pear characters. It follows through with some
firm more stony characters and good concentration to a decent finish with a touch of smooth minerality. » Tasting Notes,
Numéro II/ Sarah Marsh/Eté 2009
« Precise and crystal clear. Very racy. » LA REVUE DU VIN DE FRANCE - June 2009 (p 117)

2006 Vintage
« An appellation known for its dependability. This bottle comes from a good year and you’re getting value for money as
you savour its heady fruity aroma with pears and to the fore, with toasty, brioche notes, good structure and length»
Margaret Hickey/ Business Plus Magazine/ Mai 2009
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« A wine that is soft, rounded, ready to drink. It is without concentration or great acidity, but the white and light green
fruits are delicious, giving an open character that is framed by toasty flavors and some spice » WINE ENTHUSIAST May 2009
« Reserved nose with aromas of white flowers. Supple mouthfeel, dense and mineral finish. Lots of structure. »
BOURGOGNE AUJOURD’ HUI - November 2008
« Creamy and rich, yet elegant, this white exudes citrus blossom, peach, lemon custard and stone aromas and flavors.
Beautifully balanced, with a clean, graceful finish. Drink now through 2014. »
WINE SPECTATOR - January / February 2009
« This burgundy house is now in the hands of the Champenois (Bollinger) but it remains in situ. Pale gold colour with
green tinges, this 2006 has it all. Floral fragrances mixed with citrus fruit. The palate is nice, not so powerful, with lively
citrus fruit again. The oak (vinification and aging for 10 months) is quite present. It is not an extraordinary ride but a nice
one in this vintage and appellation. » LE GUIDE HACHETTE - Edition 2009

2004 Vintage
« Attractive lime, apple and vanilla notes here, and it’s lively, bit comes off a bit shrill overall. Give it some time to settle
down, because it’s flavorful and long. » WINE SPECTATOR - August 2006
« Compact, well-defined aromas of lime peel, peach, yellow flowers and hazelnut. Lively, mouthwatering flavors of
lightly buttered stone fruit have a citrus zing. Finishes with a lemon-lime kick. » WINE NEWS – Oct /Nov 2006

2002 Vintage
« The core of sweet, ripe Chardonnay expresses peach, flowers, citrus fruit and mineral accented by a deft touch of oak.
Intense and focuse, with a nice balance between all its elements. Drink now through 2010. »Score : 90/10 WINE
SPECTATOR - 31 March 2005
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